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ALTERNATIVE ECONOMIC SPACES, NEW SPACES OF PUBLIC ACTION
Academic and activist discourses of capitalist globalization and rampant neoliberalism have provoked increasing interest in the economic and political potential of various 'alternative economic spaces'. 1 This includes research on the growth of ethical finance, alternative food networks, the social economy, and alternative trading systems. 2 One sector to have received considerable attention has been the growth of fair trade. Fair trade has been described as 'market-driven ethical consumption'. 3 It is a movement which seeks to harness the mechanisms of the market to address socio-economic inequalities and environmental harms associated with the global economic system. 4 Academic literatures in business, management, and marketing studies, as well as fair trade organizations themselves, tend to distinguish fair trade from 'ethical trade'. 5 Ethical trade focuses on labor conditions in mainstream production and distribution networks. Ethical trade campaigns display significant differences between, for example, the US and the UK. 6 In the UK, the most visible of these campaigns is the Ethical Trading Initiative, an alliance of trade unions and NGOs focused on enforcing corporate codes of practice concerning working conditions and living wages in supply chains, whose corporate partners include major retailers such as Gap and The Body Shop. In the United States, ethical trade campaigns have tended to be more fragmented organizationally. 7 Fair trade focuses on the development of alternative spaces of production, trade, and consumption. 8 The international fair trade movement consists of certification agencies, producer organizations and co-operatives, trading networks, and retailers. Since
2001, this movement has defined fair trade in the following way:
Fair Trade is a trading partnership, based on dialogue, transparency, and respect, that seeks greater equity in international trade. It contributes to sustainable development by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights of, marginalized producers and workers -especially in the South. Fair Trade organizations (backed by consumers) are engaged actively in supporting producers, awareness raising, and campaigning for changes in the rules and practice of conventional international trade. 9 The goals of fair trade include improving the livelihoods and well-being of producers "by improving market access, strengthening producer organizations, paying a better price, and providing continuity in the trading relationship"; promoting development opportunities "for disadvantaged producers, especially women and indigenous people"; awareness raising among consumers "of the negative effects on producers of international trade so that they exercise their purchasing power positively"; providing an example of "partnership in trade through dialogue, transparency, and respect"; campaigning "for changes in the rules and practice of conventional international trade"; and protecting human rights "by promoting social justice, sound environmental practices, and economic security". 10 Fair trade organizations pursue these goals through trading activities, but also through awareness raising and campaigning.
In the UK, the growth of fair trade consumption builds on a history of consumer- In the European context, it is common to identify fair trade as part of a broader growth of so-called ethical consumerism or political consumerism. 11 In political economy and critical social science, the predominant analytical frame for understanding both fair trade and ethical trade is that of commodity chains and value chains, focusing on the links and connections between producers in the South and consumers in the North. 12 Most research on fair trade focuses on the impacts of initiatives on producer communities. Fair trade consumption remains an under-researched area, and there is a widespread assumption that the growth of fair trade is driven by and dependent upon secular trends in consumer demand towards more 'ethical' and 'responsible' forms of product and service. The people who buy and sell fair trade products in the North remain curiously abstract, detached, even placeless actors in academic analyses.
In this paper, we use a case study of the organizational rationalities and practical actions articulated by Traidcraft, a leading fair trade organization in the UK, to challenge the assumption that the actors involved in the growth of fair trade markets are best conceptualized as 'consumers'. The explicit focus of fair trade initiatives is to enhance democratization, empowerment, and participation. This is widely acknowledged in literature on fair trade in the global South, in analyses of the impacts on producer communities. 13 However, the same focus on the civic, political, and social objectives of fair trade in the global North remains undeveloped, constrained by the persistent view that the key actors in these practices are fair trade consumers. We aim to resituate the analysis of fair trade in the context of debates about civic activism and political participation. Alongside other forms of ethical consumption 14 or political consumerism 15 ,
we argue that fair trade should be understood as a political phenomenon which, through the mediating action of organizations, coalitions, and campaigns, makes claims on states, corporations, and international institutions. Understood in this way, the growth of fair trade consumption in the global North works to mobilize support, raise funds, and raise awareness about issues of global justice, development, and inequality.
DISPLACING THE CONSUMER
Both mainstream and critical academic analyses of fair trade share a common conceptualization of the activities of the agents of fair trade consumption as consumers.
They assume that the growth, potential, and limits of fair trade are determined by the dynamics of consumer demand, understood in terms of the individual choices of rational utility maximizers. Positive evaluations of fair trade and other ethical consumer initiatives emphasize the potential of consumers to act creatively in the "interstices" of the globalized economy in pursuit of environmental concerns, human rights, or labor solidarity. 16 Green or ethical consumers are seen as the drivers of market change towards more virtuous or fair systems through the mechanism of informed choices. The citizenconsumer can, on this interpretation, be seen as acting as an agent of regulation through the market, stepping into the vacuum left by the apparent retreat of state actors from this function.
This positive view of the role of citizen-consumers is mirrored by a more critical attitude to consumer-oriented forms of social action. The more pessimistic view of the potential of 'shopping to change the planet' 17 sees the growth of ethical consumerism, sustainable consumption initiatives, and fair trade as parasitic upon and further contributing to a thoroughgoing individualization of civic, public culture, which legitimizes the hollowing-out of the responsibilities and accountabilities of nation-states.
Low and Davenport argue that the mainstreaming of fair trade has given impetus to the growth of discourses of ethical consumerism that undermine projects of collective mobilization. 18 On this view, ethical consumerism is an individualizing phenomenon which lacks a collective dimension. 19 It empowers some -those with spending power to make their 'vote' in the marketplace effective -at the expense of the egalitarianism of formal, public, representative institutions. The 'alternative' potentials of fair trade are, on this interpretation, limited by the reliance on the conventions and codes of (post)modern consumerism which, in the final analysis, are seen to reproduce the logic of marketdriven capital accumulation and the crisis of democratic accountability. 20 This critique of the articulation of consumerist discourse with campaigns against global poverty and in support of trade justice and environmental sustainability remains tied to an image of the consumer as the key agent of market change -it just puts a more negative interpretation on this phenomenon.
This shared analytical focus on consumer demand as the driving force of the growth of fair trade suggests that the only strategy pursued by the fair trade movement is further economic expansion. For example, the development potential of international fair trade is seen to depend on finding ways of maintaining and expanding consumer demand; 21 and innovative marketing strategies are thought to be the best mechanism for taking advantage of market opportunities. 22 This in turn generates an evaluative framework in which the problem of 'mainstreaming' is understood in narrowly economic terms: does the shift from 'niche' to 'mainstream' retailing threaten to the reabsorb original aims into market-logic? 23 Low and Davenport go so far as to suggest that one effect of the mainstreaming of fair trade is that, as they put it, the medium gets confused with the message. 24 By this, they mean that 'shopping for change' increasingly comes to be seen as the primary mechanism of socio-economic change, rather than as one aspect of a broader movement focused on trade reform and trade justice. And, in turn, the 'dilution' of fair trade ideals is always already inscribed within the growth of fair trade or similar alternative economic practices as long as they are conceptualized as primarily economic means of achieving economic objectives.
Our argument is that the assumption that the key driver of the expansion of fair trade consumption is 'the consumer' needs to be problematized. In order to fully develop the insight that fair trade facilitates participatory forms of social action, the analytical focus on consumers as agents of fair trade consumption needs to be displaced.
In Section 3, we look at how the fair trade movement seeks to mobilize support in the UK through various mechanisms, some directly related to consumption practices, some less so. We focus on one organization, Traidcraft, a key player in the fair trade movement in the UK. Through the case study of Traidcraft, we throw light upon the political rationality of fair trade consumption as it has developed in the UK. We show that it is far from obvious that the vector of engagement is primarily people's roles as consumers in the marketplace. In Section 4, we look at how Traidcraft operates at grassroots level by drawing on existing social networks and civic associations to draw people into new arenas of public participation with global reach. We focus here on the understandings of participants themselves -of 'Fairtraders' and their customers -to demonstrate that the forms of subjectivity implicated in fair trade initiatives are more social and sociable than those suggested by automatic recourse to the ubiquitous figure of 'the consumer'.
MANAGING FAIR TRADE, MOBILISING NETWORKS
The problematization of everyday consumption has become central to public debates around environmental futures, global human and labor rights, development, and trade justice. 29 This process draws together policy-makers, regulators, social movement campaigners, and corporations around a shared rationality that recognizes that transforming patterns of consumption, markets, and trade requires addressing people as more than just rational utility maximizers. Instead, interventions increasingly start from recognition of the complex folding of commodity consumption into affective and material infrastructures of everyday life. Levels of commodity consumption are not straightforwardly sustained by consumer demand at all. Firstly, a great deal of consumption is embedded in practices where people are acting as parents, caring partners, football fans, or good friends. 30 Some consumption is used to sustain these sorts of relationships: giving gifts, buying school lunches, getting hold of this season's new strip.
And, secondly, quite a lot of consumption is done as the background to these activities, embedded in all sorts of infrastructures (transport, energy, water) over which people have little or no direct influence as 'consumers'. approximately 100 producer groups in more than 30 countries, and sold them in the UK through almost 5000 volunteers. These volunteers bulk-buy products to sell to friends, neighbors, work colleagues, and fellow churchgoers (accounting for about half of all sales), and through supermarkets and wholesalers, independent retailers, and mail
order/e-commerce facilities, accounting for the other half. give sermons in churches, or to appear on local radio or news. And it provides a number of pedagogic resources to assist these volunteers, including interactive games, videos and DVDs, maps, information sheets, prayers, and sermon outlines. Traidcraft's articulation of its volunteer network with national and transnational coalitions illustrates a broader political rationality operating in policy and advocacy fields concerned with issues of consumption, markets, poverty, and sustainability. Think-tanks and advocacy organizations increasingly argue that the key to influencing consumption practices is to intervene in processes of shared learning through peer groups and social networks. 40 This political rationality recognizes that people's motivations as 'consumers'
are not necessarily individualized at all, but are embedded in networks of sociability. This is indicated by the recognition that transforming practices depends on the 'discursive elaboration' of existing habits and routines. 41 This understanding is already well established in ethical consumer activism, and is exemplified in fair trade by Traidcraft.
Rather than seeking to change people's opinions and preferences, Traidcraft seeks to extend people's existing dispositions into new areas: "We used to try and lead people to think and act in particular ways. Now we try and respond to people and provide outlets for their energy and commitments". 42 An example of this focus on developing people's 'energies and commitments' is Traidcraft's GeoActivist initiative. The initiative is led by an interactive web-site 43 which includes the GeoActivist Personality Test (Figure 1 ). The GeoActivist initiative seeks to enroll "healthy lifestyle advocates, walkers, runners, cyclists, world explorers, and fair trade activists" as fundraisers, through organized sponsored walks, rides, and runs, thereby connecting existing leisure and lifestyle commitments to concerns with trade justice and global poverty. It is an example of Traidcraft's sensitivity as an organization to the differentiated practices, resources, commitments, and concerns that lead people to support fair trade principles. It also reflects an explicit concern to widen its support base by hooking into existing networks:
We have the geo-activists, which is quite new and is used for raising our profile at various sporting events such as the Great North Run, the Great South Run, etc. So that is one way of doing it. But also, just when we target churches we will specifically target the material so that it will not necessarily lean away from the older person, but the graphics that we show on there might be showing younger people at work or working with children at the church to help promote the product. We are getting very involved in school groups now with our Young Cooperative scheme, which is aimed at middle schools and upwards. Ministers of religion are one of our targets over the next few years to increase the number of Fairtraders from church-based backgrounds. So we will target ministers, who again we will explain to them what we are about and they will hopefully explain to their congregation what we are about. It is not specifically aimed at the younger people but a lot of the materials that we produce will actually give that impression if you like. Traidcraft recognizes that word-of-mouth is a basic way in which fair trade networks extend into existing social networks and civic associations: "The majority of our new
Fairtraders come through word of mouth recommendation". 45 One local Fairtrader, Emma, described this as a basic tactic she has used herself:
I think it's certainly the best way of spreading their message by getting people to, local people to then spread it further. It's kind of, it's filtering out again, it's branching out. If they only operated through catalogues I think it would be, they would have much less support, because a lot of it is word-of-mouth and friends doing this and so-and-so talking about that, and just seeing the products and being able to get them easily and make, and them being easily accessible. I think people then do see, would try something from Traidcraft on a much more casual basis than they would if they had to then order it from a catalogue or make any commitment or something and pay post and packing and all that sort of thing. 46 Identifying and recruiting key intermediaries and facilitating social networking are key aspects of the organizational rationality of Traidcraft as it has developed and grown. In the next section, we look at how these mechanisms of enrollment operate locally. This will reveal that local fair trade activism is not only oriented to the economic objective of growing fair trade markets, but is instrumental in the development of multi-dimensional patterns of political action into which Traidcraft and its Fairtraders are woven.
Insert Figure 1 here (see end of document)

DOING FAIR TRADE: BUYING, GIVING, CAMPAIGNING
The previous section showed that strategies to extend fair trade consumption do not necessarily aim to enroll people as 'consumers'. In this section, we show that people who engage actively with fair trade consumption activities similarly do not do so by recognizing themselves as 'consumers', but rather use consumption practices to express existing commitments to various ethical and political projects. The focus on 'the consumer' as the key agent in fair trade consumption tends to hide from view the relations between fair trade consumption and other forms of civic and political action. In this section, we focus on two overlapping networks of local fair trade activism in the South-West of England. We examine the way in which participants in these networks understand their own activities, and find that various identities are at work, but rarely if ever that of 'consumer'.
As an organization rooted in Christian principles, churches and faith-communities are the key social networks in which Traidcraft is embedded:
The majority of Fairtraders sell in church and a number of their customers will be fellow church goers and that will range from people who are very, very much wanting to buy the product and will buy it regularly in fair-sized quantities, to other people who will see the stall at the back of the church and think I have to do my little bit and they will buy a jar of coffee and nothing else. 47 It is no surprise, then, to find that amongst participants in Traidcraft networks, the motivation for buying or selling fair trade products was often closely wrapped up with individuals' Christian faith commitments. For many of the research subjects in our study (although not all), doing fair trade represents one route through which they feel able to express the integrity of their faith identities in everyday ways. 48 Movements that are very ideologically based, or too faith (faith in that sense being an ideology I suppose), they can be quite inflexible and become a bit strident later, where once something reaches a certain momentum, it may be more practical and more useful to have a bit more realism and compromise. 53 But the acknowledgment of the contingency of the relationship between faith and fair trade is also a reflection of the experience of many of our research subjects of having themselves had to work hard amongst their own church communities to encourage the adoption of fair trade practices. Far from being obvious, the recourse to the discourse of faith is a strategic option that can serve a useful purpose in persuading other church-goers to support fair trade. For Traidcraft representatives and committed Fairtraders, a shared discourse of faith can often provide an effective way of translating their commitments to fair trade and trade justice into these institutional social spaces, in which an overtly 'political' address might not necessarily succeed:
Well I don't think you have to be a Christian to want to support fair trade, but that was the way I persuaded the people at the church that it was the right thing to do, because I think it was easier for them to come to terms with it, looking at it in that context, than as a wider issue. I mean, there are political arguments for doing it too, I feel, but that wasn't the way to persuade them, so I didn't bother with that. 54 Sue's reflections indicate that it should not be assumed that the fair trade movement has a natural home in church-based networks. These participants have a strong sense of the hard work involved in the active transformation of these networks into distinctive, novel communities of 'global feeling' focused on issues of trade justice and global poverty.
Like Sue, Edna has harnessed Christian discourse when appropriate to persuade people to support fair trade, downplaying the 'political' aspects because 'political' "was a bit of a dirty word within the church": "We were looked on a little bit with some sort of suspicion. It was very difficult to get fair trade into a lot of churches". 55 At the same time,
Fairtraders are keen to extend fair trade beyond the social spaces of the church, and sometimes even keen to loosen the association between fair trade and Christian faith. The emphasis, for Sarah, is not so much on the aggregate consequences of purchasing decisions, but rather the sense that fair trade consumption is an avenue for expressing one's commitments, of having them registered by powerful actors in the public realm.
Another Fairtrader, Hattie, provided a more sustained justification of fair trade consumption. This centered on fair trade consumption as a medium for establishing and maintaining a sense of agency amongst ordinary people:
The thing that you have to break through is the 'It's such a big problem, what can I do about it'.
Yeah, OK, if a government can do something about it then that's great, if the international financial facility happens and aid doubles then that would be wonderful, but people feel that they can't individually do anything. Whereas in fact fair trade is something you can do individually. 58 The difference that fair trade can make from Hattie's perspective, her reason for being involved, does not lie in individualized acts at all. It lies in being involved in a practice that demonstrates a sense of empowerment through concerted action:
Because if everyone thinks they can't make a difference then they don't, but if each person just changes one or two things that they buy, and it just begins to build, and it is something that you can do and it is something one person can do, that a group of people in a village or a town can make a difference to. I started buying coffee just for myself, and fairly quickly became more and more convinced that this was the right thing to do and that other people ought to do it too, and started talking to people in church. And we started buying it as a group, and then it just gradually grew from there.
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Edna soon became a Key Contact for her area of Bristol, helping other Fairtraders with their stocks and events, and more generally encouraging and advising Fairtraders. But she is increasingly involved with moving fair trade 'out of the church'. This partly involves "weaning certain people off buying their Café Direct from me, when I want them to buy it in the supermarkets". She is also sensitive to the danger that fair trade is seen by some churchgoers as a form of paternalistic charity given to passive recipients in the Third
World. Moving out of the church therefore also involves foregrounding the political dimensions of fair trade, and she has become increasingly involved in campaigning, having become actively involved in the Bristol Trade Justice Group, and in Christian Aid campaigns aimed at G8 meetings in Genoa and Edinburgh. She now sees herself primarily as a campaigner rather than just a Fairtrader, reflecting her own gradual realization that, on its own, buying and selling fair trade products is not "going to change the world": "The world is actually going to have to change by political will". 75 
